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 The number of users on online social networks (OSNs) has grown 

tremendously over the past few years, with sites like Facebook amassing 

over a billion users. With the popularity of OSNs, the increase in privacy 

risk from the large volume of sensitive and private data is inevitable. While 

there are many features for access control for an individual user, most OSNs 

still need concrete mechanisms to preserve the privacy of data shared 

between multiple users. The proposed method uses metrics such as identity 

leakage (IL) and strength of interaction (SoI) to fine-tune the scenarios that 

use privacy risk and sharing loss to identify and resolve conflicts. In addition 

to conflict resolution, bot detection is also done to mitigate collusion attacks. 

The final decision to share the data item is then ascertained based on 

whether it passes the threshold condition for the above metrics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Online social networks (OSNs) are social media platforms that enable users to connect and exchange 

information with one another. The most popular online social networks for content sharing are Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, and LinkedIn. Online social networks have become essential to today's internet 

culture because they allow individuals to engage with one another in real-time. As of 2022, social media 

users have spanned around 4.62 billion [1]. With the vast amount of personal information shared, there is a 

more significant threat of misuse of this private data and media. Each of these different OSNs has privacy 

policies outlining the level of control and protection provided to every user. 

While these social networks have policies protecting the individual user, most do not have 

mechanisms that allow multiple users involved in a shared data item to have a considerable say in its 

distribution in OSNs. While users have control over the visibility of the data they share in their own space, 

they cannot alter the privacy settings of data posted by another person, even if they were tagged. In most 

OSNs, removing the tag itself is the maximum extent to which they have control. In collaborative data 

sharing, each user involved will have different concerns regarding the distribution of their data. The dearth of 

access control mechanisms for multi-party data poses a considerable privacy risk by leaking sensitive 

information.  

Over the years, numerous models have been implemented for multi-party access control (MPAC) in 

OSNs. Most MPAC management systems are not collaborative, and the onus is placed on a single user. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Generally, the primary owner of the shared data item aggregates the feedback from other stakeholders and 

comes to a decision. Utilizing game-theoretic methods has been a prominent strategy for addressing MPAC 

in OSNs. However, these approaches often oversimplify player behavior and may not accurately capture the 

intricacies of real-world events. They typically focus on specific objectives, such as maximizing utility or 

minimizing risk, neglecting certain potential outcomes. In contrast, our proposed methodology considers 

practical factors like interaction strength and identity leakage (IL), offering a more precise and realistic 

analysis of policy conflicts. 

Unlike game-theoretic approaches that can be complex and challenging to grasp, our suggested 

method is straightforward and user-friendly. It provides a more accessible framework for a broader audience 

by relying on easily understandable and explainable measurements. This simplicity does not compromise the 

analysis's accuracy but enhances its applicability. Our methodology stands out by being adaptable to a variety 

of policy scenarios, including those involving non-rational actors or non-zero-sum interactions, which may 

not be suitable for traditional game theory approaches. The versatility of our proposed methodology arises 

from its ability to analyze a broad spectrum of policy conflicts, coupled with the computational efficiency of 

the model. This approach, therefore, offers a practical and efficient solution for examining diverse policy 

scenarios in the context of OSNs. 

In response to the escalating privacy challenges within OSNs, our proposed method strategically 

employs pivotal metrics, notably identity leakage and interaction strength. These metrics serve as 

instrumental tools to finely tune scenarios, enhancing conflict resolution by precisely identifying and 

addressing issues related to privacy risk and sharing loss. Recognizing the critical importance of fortifying 

OSN environments against collusion attacks, our approach integrates a sophisticated bot detection system. 

The primary research question revolves around how the utilization of identity leakage and interaction 

strength metrics, coupled with robust bot detection, can effectively preserve user privacy and resolve 

conflicts in OSNs. This investigation seeks to contribute to a more secure and privacy-conscious online social 

experience by comprehensively addressing the nuanced challenges posed by the dynamic landscape of OSNs. 

Section 2 documents the survey process carried out for the entirety of the paper. Subsection 3.1 

introduces the terminologies used throughout the paper, and subsection 3.2 briefs the policy resolution 

process flow for shared data. Subsection 3.3 covers the standard approach to solving multi-party access 

control problems using two metrics-privacy risk and sharing loss. Subsection 3.4 talks about introducing a 

new metric-the strength of interaction. As the name suggests, this metric calculates the strength of the 

relationship between two users online based on their interactions. It factors in both the quality and quantity of 

the interactions between users. Identity leakage is introduced in subsection 3.5, and it aims to calculate if a 

user's identity is being compromised in the data shared online. This is useful in the case of non-consensual 

sharing of data and can help make the sharing restrictions stricter in case of a conflict. Section 4 covers 

collusion attacks-often used to exploit automated multi-party access control systems. Specifically, we cover 

social bot-driven collusion attacks and mitigate them using bot detection techniques. The application of the 

proposed method is analyzed in various scenarios in section 5. Section 6 concludes the research and suggests 

appropriate future directions for study in this domain. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Hu et al. [2] provided an MPAC model to deal with privacy concerns for collaborative data sharing. 

They also developed a policy specification scheme, a mechanism for evaluation, and a proof-of-concept 

implementation of the model known as M-Controller. Xu et al. [3] proposed a trust-based mechanism to 

tackle collaborative privacy management where the user can decide whether to post based on the combined 

opinions of all the stakeholders involved in the shared data item. The parameters for choosing the tradeoff 

between users are privacy risk and sharing loss-determined through a multi-armed bandit problem which is 

solved using upper confidence bound policy. Akkuzu et al. [4] proposed a system for collaborative privacy 

management using fuzzy logic decision-making through metrics such as data sensitivity value and confidence 

value of the targeted group. Users also use trust values to determine reputation value. Based on the socio-

technical design paradigm and the social relations model, Ahmad et al. [5] developed a model for a 

personalized multi-party access control mechanism and implemented it using the Facebook application 

programming interface (API).  

Lee et al. [6] proposed a fine-grained multi-party access control model so users can control photo-

sharing policies on spaces outside of their own. Refinement in the policy was done through a mechanism that 

could control the face appearance according to users' spatial-temporal information and co-occurrence in 

photos. They also defined a conflict resolution and policy evaluation scheme to determine the visibility of a 

face in the photo. Ulusoy and Yolum [7] proposed an agent-based collaborative privacy management system 

where the standards for privacy are determined on behalf of users whom the agents represent. To achieve 
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equitable processing of privacy settings and to charge the agents whose privacy settings are selected, the 

Clarke-Tax method is used for auctioning, and multi-agent simulations are used for evaluation. 

Such and Criado [8] suggested various approaches-adaptive, auction-based, and fine-grained-to 

solve the problem of multi-party access control but highlighted that such tools can never be fully automated 

and must aim for usability. Cherubini et al. [9] proposed a dissuasive and precautionary solution to multi-

party privacy conflicts (MPC)-an avenue that aims to avoid MPC before the shared content goes live. 

Muhammad and Ahmad [10] put forth a joint-sharing approach that uses request evaluations and conflict 

resolutions resolved by strict, soft, or weak mergers. Some of these solutions rely on votes by the users to 

accept or deny requests to share information with their initially unintended viewers. 

Madeira and Joshi [11] employed machine learning to construct a model for predicting a user's 

closest friends. The Bayesian network classifier proved to be the most accurate in determining if a group of 

interactions indicates a connection to a close friend. Krakan et al. [12] surveyed to determine the importance 

of different interaction parameters (likes, comments, chat, tags) and subsequently built a model using 

Random Forest to quantify relationships in online social networks. They concluded through the model's 

accuracy that it was feasible to assess friendship intensity through interaction behavior.  

Almeny et al. [13], [14] introduced two metrics, reachability and audience to combat the privacy 

risk that arises from the scope of the data item becoming “far-reaching” or “viral” which would increase the 

likelihood of it to be viewed by silent listeners or invisible audiences. They used centrality metrics to 

approximate cases in which no information about user activity was found. Domingo-Ferrer et al. [15] 

leveraged game-theoretic concepts to introduce a co-utility framework that relies on cooperation between 

rational users who aim to help another user achieve their best outcome. 

Such and Rovatsos [16] propose an automated negotiation mechanism that uses the concept of 

intimacy among agents to determine the utility of proposals. The article presents three heuristics to reduce the 

complexity of the negotiation mechanism, with Greedy-Branch and Bound (BnB) algorithm performing best 

overall. The authors suggest that future research should consider the role of disclosing items in shaping user 

preferences and extend the mechanism to consider the intimacy between negotiating parties. The intimacy 

metric is used to define relationship strength, like the metric strength of interaction. While the authors assume 

the values of intimacy are available, the proposed approach defines a way to calculate the same. 

There are already plenty of existing works of literature that aim to detect and mitigate Sybil attacks. 

Jethava and Rao [17] proposed a behavior-based and graph-based approach to detect Sybil attacks in OSNs. 

AL-Qurishi et al. [18] proposed a prediction system consisting of three modules, a data harvesting module, a 

feature extracting mechanism, and a deep-regression model to evaluate user-profiles and mitigate Sybil 

attacks on Twitter. Our paper aims to tackle social botnets – an organized group of social bots that collude to 

carry out malicious attacks in OSNs. Zhang et al. [19] illustrated the viability and benefits of using a social 

botnet for spam distribution and digital influence manipulation using practical Twitter experiments and trace-

driven simulations while proposing countermeasures for OSNs to improve their detection systems. There is 

scant work done in this domain, and our approach attempts to fine-tune privacy protection by considering 

bot-driven collusion attacks. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD  

3.1.  Terminologies and definitions 

Throughout this paper, the following terms and descriptions are used: 

a. Proprietor: The proprietor is the user posting the shared content. In most OSNs, editing and privacy 

controls remain with the proprietor. 

b. Collaborators: Any user whose data (an image, video, or text) is present in the content shared by the 

proprietor. For the sake of simplicity, the proprietor is not referred to as a collaborator. 

c. Data: This refers to shared content posted by the user. The data shared is related to the proprietor and one 

or more collaborators. 

d. Target users: Each collaborator shares content with an intended audience of trusted users 𝑇𝑖 . 

e. Untrusted Users: Out of the total intended target, each collaborator has a set of users they do not want to 

share information with represented as UTi. 

f. Privacy conflict: For any two users i and j, if 𝑇𝑖 ≠  𝑇𝑗 , there arises a privacy conflict. This is likely to 

happen in a real-world scenario as most online users interact with different audiences (even if that 

difference is only of a few users). We must find the total number of conflicting users to resolve a conflict. 

These conflicting users, referred to as negotiating users (𝑁𝑇𝑖𝑗) We either permit or deny sharing content 

with these negotiating users to resolve this conflict. In doing so, we encounter one of the following 

scenarios: 
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− Privacy risk (PR): An estimated indicator of the controller's (user) privacy risk while disclosing a 

contradicting piece of data is called privacy risk. 

− Sharing loss (SL): An indicator of loss observed by the users due to the decision of not sharing the 

data with their intended audience. 

To understand the concept better, let us take the example of Jane and John. They are friends and 

have a few mutual users in their friend lists online. If Jane posts a picture of herself and John, it will only be 

visible to her friends online. For John, this is a conflict; since there are some people that Jane is friends with, 

and John is not. We could either permit or deny sharing this data to resolve this conflict. The former is an 

example of privacy risk for John since he will be sharing his data with Jane's friends whom he is not friends 

with. Moreover, the latter is an example of sharing loss for Jane since we deprive her friends of the ability to 

view the shared data. To resolve this conflict, we calculate both metrics and give preference to either scenario 

based on the threshold [20].  

 

3.2.  Process flow  

A multi-party access-friendly online social network platform should allow all collaborators to have a 

say in the data viewers or target users of the shared content. Currently, most platforms only allow the 

proprietor of the content to control who gets to view, comment, and share the same. All collaborators' needs 

and credibility must be considered to compute the best-case scenario. Figure 1 and Algorithm 1 explain the 

proposed solution to detect and resolve conflict as it arises in a real-world OSNs. Table 1 provides a 

comprehensive overview of notations used in the entirety of the paper. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Methodology for identifying and resolving privacy conflicts 

 

 

Algorithm 1. Proposed method 
Input: Users and their friend list 

Output: Decision to permit or deny 

       for each shared data item i 

               for each collaborator m 

  assess the trusted and untrusted target user for each collaborator m 

  compute the list of negotiating users NU for the data item i 

  check if user 𝑈 ∈ 𝑁𝑈 is a bot  
  if (yes) 

   ignore opinion  

  else 

compute Privacy risk (PR) and Sharing Loss (SL) between each collaborator m and every user 

in the list NU 
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if (PR>SL) 

 deny 

else 

 permit 

else 

compute if strength of interaction (S) of each collaborator m and every user in the list NU 

is above the threshold  

if (no) 

 deny 

else 

check if data sharing causes identity leakage (I) to collaborator m 

 if (yes) 

  deny 

else 

  permit 

return decision permit or deny 

 

 

Table 1. Notations 
Symbol Meaning 

𝑇 Target user 

𝑈𝑇 Untrusted user 

𝑁𝑇 Negotiating user 

𝑈 User 

F Frequency of interaction 

N Nature of interaction 

W Weightage 

𝑆 𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑂𝐼 Strength of interaction 

𝑃𝑅 Privacy risk 

𝑆𝐿 Sharing loss 

𝑝𝑐 Privacy concern 

𝑠𝑙 Sensitivity level 

𝑟𝑒𝑝 Reputation 

𝑅𝑢 Recommendations by other users 

    𝑁𝑝 Number of posts 

𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 Identity leakage 

𝐺𝑤ℎ,𝑤𝑛,𝑤𝑟  Associated average group size 

𝜌 Number of people in the data item 

𝜉𝑖 ith activity 

Δ𝑡𝑖 time slot of ith activity 

𝛾𝑖 ith location identifier 

 

 

3.3.  Calculating privacy risk and sharing loss 

Let 𝑇 be the universal set containing the list of target users. Assuming we have three users 

comprising of a proprietor and two collaborations – 𝑈1, 𝑈2 and 𝑈3 who share data with 𝑇. We create another 

set for each user 𝑈𝑇1,  𝑈𝑇2 and 𝑈𝑇3 representing the users they do not want to share information with, 

referred to as Negotiating Users. 𝑁𝑇1,  𝑁𝑇2, and 𝑁𝑇3 represent three sets of negotiating users corresponding 

to 𝑈1,  𝑈2 and 𝑈3, respectively. In the case of 𝑈2 and 𝑈3 being collaborators of the shared data and 𝑈1 being 

the proprietor: PR and SL are calculated based on the negotiating users and sensitivity level-an arbitrary 

value-of each user. These values are calculated as follows [21], [22]: 

− Privacy risk (PR): The privacy risk of collaborative data is said to be the possible harm to the privacy of 

controllers concerning the shared data item; the higher the privacy risk, the greater the threat to 

controllers' privacy. The privacy risk is heightened if a greater number of proprietors trust the users in the 

conflicting segment 𝑛𝛼, the sensitivity of the data is higher and if the data item spreads widely across the 

network. In the conflicting segment 𝛼, the function 𝑃𝑅(𝛼) computes the privacy risk associated with the 

item 𝛼, where 𝑝𝑐𝛽 and 𝑠𝑙𝛽 denote the general privacy concern and sensitivity level chosen by an 

untrusting proprietor 𝛽 in (1). 

 

𝑃𝑅(𝛼) =  ∑ (𝑝𝑐𝛽  ×  𝑠𝑙𝛽)𝛽∈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑢𝑡(𝛼) × 𝑛𝛼  (1) 

 

− Sharing loss (SL): If the users in the conflicting segment are denied access to view the shared data item, 

these target users' controllers suffer a loss of data sharing. The overall sharing loss is given by (2).  

 

𝑆𝐿(𝛼) =  ∑ (1 − 𝑝𝑐𝛽)  ×  (1 − 𝑠𝑙𝛽)𝛽∈𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑢𝑡(𝛼)  ×  𝑛𝛼  (2) 
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3.4.  Strength of interaction  

In a real-world OSN, the interaction between users takes place by sharing data. Most online 

platforms offer users the ability to act on shared data, including likes, comments, and shares. Different 

platforms offer additional interaction methods and call them different names, too (Tweet on Twitter, Post on 

Instagram). The proposed approach covers standard actions of communication, and this approach can be 

extended to other forms of actions as well.  

The strength of interaction (SoI) is commonly used in ecological research to understand the 

interactions between different organisms. Garcia et al. [23] used the strength of interaction between different 

researchers to assess the effect of a collaborative network in biomedical research. In this study, the strength 

of interaction between researchers was given by the number of times they have worked together on a project. 

In our methodology, the strength of interaction between users depends on the quality and quantity of the 

interactions. By ignoring either of those metrics, we risk the quality and validity of our results. For example, 

Denise comments on many of Jane's posts but all of Denise's comments are very negative. If we rely only on 

the quantity of interaction, we could conclude that Denise and Jane have a high strength of interaction and, in 

turn, a high trust factor. However, the quality of Denise and Jane's interactions suggests quite the opposite. 

Similarly, let us take the example of Alfred, who liked Jane's post once. Liking someone's post is positive and 

indicates that Alfred shows positive feelings toward Jane. However, this was only done once, and it is 

incorrect to assume that Alfred and Jane share a high level of trust. 

While considering this metric of the strength of interaction, it is essential to note that establishing 

trust and high SoI is a two-way street. Suppose we take the example of Ethel and Jane. Let us say Ethel 

intermittently likes Jane's posts, tags Jane in comments and posts with a positive implication and even shares 

Jane's posts online. However, Jane does not reciprocate any of these actions toward Ethel. This does not 

imply a high strength of interaction between Ethel and Jane. Thus, while calculating the metric, it is seen 

from the point of view of both users. 

While dealing with textual data, we rely on sentiment analysis to understand the nature of the 

interaction (𝑁). The values can range from [-1,1], with -1 indicating a negative interaction and 1 indicating a 

positive interaction. The frequency of interaction (𝐹) is a weighted metric representing the quantity of 

interaction but also relies on the type of interaction, which can be likes, comments, shares, and posts. For 

ease of calculation, each type of interaction has been assigned a weightage (𝑊) as depicted in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 2. Weightage of types of interactions in OSNs 
Type of interaction Weightage of interaction (𝑊) 

Like 1 

Comment 3 

Share 5 
Post 10 

 

 

Note that these values are relative and can be changed according to the platform and the significance 

of these actions. This is not an exhaustive list and does not represent all types of interactions between users. 

For each engagement, Equation (3) calculates the strength of interaction as: 

 

𝑆𝑖 =  𝑁 ∗ (𝐹 ∗ 𝑊)  (3) 

 

For calculating the strength of interaction from one user's end where 𝑖 represents a singular interaction of any 

type and 𝑛 is the total number of interactions, use (4): 

 

𝑆𝑖  =  ∑ 𝑁𝑖 ∗  (𝐹𝑖 ∗ 𝑊𝑖)
𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1  (4) 

 

For calculating the cumulative strength of interaction between two users, use (5): 

 

𝑆𝑖𝑗 =  
∑ 𝑁𝑖∗ (𝐹𝑖∗𝑊𝑖)+ ∑ 𝑁𝑗∗ (𝐹𝑗∗𝑊𝑗)

𝑗=𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1

2
  (5) 

 

While this formula accurately covers most social interactions, an edge case can be understood by this 

example of Jane and John. Assuming Jane has liked all of John's pictures - indicating overall positive 

emotions towards John. And say John has only liked one of Jane's many pictures. In this scenario, it is likely 

that 𝑆𝑗𝑎𝑛𝑒  → 1 and 𝑆𝑗𝑜ℎ𝑛 → 0. Hence, 𝑆𝑗𝑎𝑛𝑒,𝑗𝑜ℎ𝑛 ≈  0.5. In this case, 𝑆𝑗𝑎𝑛𝑒,𝑗𝑜ℎ𝑛  is much higher than 𝑆𝑗𝑜ℎ𝑛 and 

much lesser compared to 𝑆𝑗𝑎𝑛𝑒  and hence does not give us an accurate representation of the strength of their 
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relationship. To eliminate such a scenario, we are considering the SoI values if the difference in the two 

values is greater than or equal to 0.5, as shown in (6).  

 

𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1 ∗(𝐹𝑖∗𝑊𝑖)+∑ 𝑁𝑗

𝑗=𝑛
𝑗=1 ∗(𝐹𝑗∗𝑊𝑗)

2
|𝑆𝑖 − 𝑆𝑗| < 0.5

0 |𝑆𝑖 − 𝑆𝑗| ≥ 0.5
}  (6) 

 

3.5.  Identity leakage 

First introduced by Saini et al. [24], identity leakage indicates if any user’s identity can be found 

solely by their participation in the shared data. Leakage of a user's identity could be harmful, especially in the 

non-consensual sharing of data. The impact of this metric is defined by answering four questions-who the 

user is, what the user is doing, where the user is, and when the user is there. For simplicity, if we ignore 

video posts on OSNs, we can remove the question "what the user is doing" as it needs to rely on more than 

one information frame for a deductive conclusion. As we are left with three questions to answer, we can 

define identity leakage as a metric between 0 and 1. One way to calculate identity leakage-using facial 

recognition technology (FRTs), as proposed by Xu et al. [25]. However, this approach would require a 

database of existing scans, which can be hard to gather, as shown in (7) and (8).  

 

𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 =  
𝜌

𝐺𝑤ℎ,𝑤𝑛,𝑤𝑟 
  (7) 

 

where, 

 

𝐺𝑤ℎ,𝑤𝑛,𝑤𝑟 =  
1

𝑛1× 𝑛2×𝑛3
∑ ∑ ∑ ℋℋ(𝜉𝑖1

, Δ𝑡𝑖2
, 𝛾𝑖3

)
𝑛3
𝑖3=1

𝑛2
𝑖2=1

𝑛1
𝑖1=1   (8) 

 

𝜌 is the no. of people in the data item, and 𝐺𝑤ℎ,𝑤𝑛,𝑤𝑟 represents the associated average group size and relies 

on the measure of anonymity and a polymorphic function ℋ that returns the number of people satisfying the 

conditions [24]. Here, 𝜉𝑖 represents the ith activity. In the case of one frame – a photo, there will be only one 

activity. Moreover, Δ𝑡𝑖 represents the time slot in which the ith activity is performed, and 𝛾𝑖 is the ith location 

identifier. 

Introducing this metric strengthens the model's accuracy because it also factors in that in a real-

world OSN, there are several instances when a user is tagged in a post, but the shared content is irrelevant to 

them and is not harming them in any way. In such an instance, prompting the user and informing them of the 

privacy risk and sharing loss without considering the identity leakage would show a lack of nuance. By 

measuring identity leakage, the proposed model can ignore scenarios where 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 =  0. Similarly, in cases 

where the 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 exceeds the threshold, the proposed model denies sharing of the data even if the user has 

high values of reputation and strength of interaction.  

In several scenarios, especially those that involve non-consensual sharing of data, identity leakage will 

be high. To derive the overall sensitivity of the situation, we rely on answers to the four questions mentioned 

above. Identity leakage would only apply to public profiles in a real-world OSN, as a user would be tagged if a 

publicly visible profile posted a picture and tagged them. This does not apply to private profiles, though some 

OSNs are implementing features to prevent private profiles from tagging accounts that do not follow them. 

 

 

4. COLLUSION ATTACKS 

Systems composed of dynamic nodes that communicate through a network are networked systems. 

Different kinds of networked systems exist, such as wireless networks, wireless sensor networks (WSNs), 

wireless ad hoc networks (WAN), and e-commerce systems. These systems are quite vulnerable to security 

breaches. A "collusion attack" occurs when a node purposefully enters a covert arrangement with an entity or 

is compromised by that entity [14].  

This type of attack is not independent of these kinds of networks alone. Social media comprises much 

sensitive information with its onslaught of connectivity and virtual human interaction. Health conditions, 

relationship status, family information, residence, political affiliations, and employment details are a few 

examples. Most security research has revolved around singular attackers. Meanwhile, a collusion attack in 

OSNs refers to one that consists of numerous malevolent users to improve its outcome (for example, gathering 

more data on a victim user) by collective action as opposed to separately conducted attacks. One of the most 

powerful strategies bad users might utilize to avoid existing defenses that primarily deal with lone attackers in 

networks is the collusion assault, with each attacker exhibiting a different activity pattern or behavior. 
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Trust is determined based on the reputation of a particular user. The reputation of a certain entity is 

defined as the perception of that user based on their past actions. This can be discovered either directly, 

through observation of the user's behavior or recommendations by other users. The user's reputation is then 

calculated using the aggregate of the two values. However, malicious users can collude to hamper trust 

relations by decreasing the reputation level of benevolent users or increasing their reputation levels. 

To calculate a user's reputation, we can represent an OSN as a social network graph with each user 

represented as a node and a weighted relationship (SoI) between any two users. Four variables influence the 

reputation of the user in OSN-recommendation by other users (𝑅𝑢), number of followers (𝐴), number of 

following (𝐵), and number of posts made by the user (𝑁𝑝). By putting a cap on the largest amount of 

reputation (𝐿) one can receive from a number of followers or following, we get (9): 

 

𝑟𝑒𝑝 =  
𝐿

1+(𝐿−1)𝑒−𝐴−𝐵 − 1  (9) 

 

𝑅𝑢 is given more weightage than the other metrics by adding a coefficient [26] (10): 

 

𝑟𝑒𝑝 =  2𝑅𝑢 + 𝑁𝑝 + 
𝐿

1+(𝐿−1)𝑒−𝐴−𝐵 − 1  (10) 

 

4.1.  Social bots  

With the ever-growing popularity of OSNs like Twitter and Facebook, there has been a spike in the 

number of machine accounts that resemble real users. Social bot accounts leave OSNs susceptible to attack. 

Social bots are computer programs that create material automatically, share it on a specific social network, 

and engage with its users. While many useful applications of bots help amplify issues of importance and 

increase the usability and accessibility of online services, we cannot overlook the disservice some others 

cause. Some bots have heavily impacted the political climate in various ways, from spreading misinformation 

during crises to distracting users from corrupt government actions through the proliferation of irrelevant 

information and influencing elections.  

Because there are fake social connections, social bots' actions also affect OSNs' social networks. If 

social bots can access users' accounts, they can collect private data and then use it for spamming and phishing 

purposes. Additionally, they may compile data from the internet to pass to others, imitate human actions, and 

persuade people by rating and retweeting. Social bots not only inherently deceive people but also harm the 

ecosystem by creating fake connections and tainting network content of online social networks. 

 

4.2.  Bot-driven collusion attacks 

In the proposed approach, we look to resolve bot-driven collusion attacks on OSNs by adopting bot-

detection strategies and leveraging the concept of trust in a networked system. To understand trust, we 

imagine the social media network using graph theory. We use directed and undirected graphs to represent 

whether the establishment of the trust is one-sided or not. The graph depicts only the friends or associations 

of each user. While some online social networks allow for unidirectional relationships where user A can 

follow user B, the reverse might not be true; in this case, it is assumed that friends in a network are both 

following each other and hence share a bidirectional relationship.  

Equation (10) can be exploited by a bot attack by increasing 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑝. Given that other users 

are bots, they can easily bump up 𝑅𝑢 values for each other. In order to eliminate such an attack, we introduce 

bot detection. Many tools like Botometer (previously Bot or Not) rely on metrics like the account name, the 

level of Tweeting, the location in the bio, and the hashtags used. To identify if an account is a bot or not [27], 

[28]. Thus, we eliminate bot-driven collusion attacks by adding an extra layer of check (11): 

 

𝑟𝑒𝑝 = {
 2𝑅𝑢 + 𝑁𝑝 +  

𝐿

1+(𝐿−1)𝑒−𝐴−𝐵 − 1 , 𝐹𝑏 = 0

     0                                                             , 𝐹𝑏 = 1
  (11) 

 

where 𝐹𝑏 states if the user is a bot or not. To determine 𝐹𝑏, we rely on Bebensee et al. [29] model that 

leverages node neighbors and ego-graph topology for bot detection in social graphs [29]. 

 

4.3.  Applications in real-world OSNs 

In a real-world scenario, friend and block lists are constantly being updated. While not fully 

automated, a multi-party access control system must keep up with the dynamic nature of OSNs and ensure 

that access policies are updated whenever a change is triggered. Some implementations of multi-party access 

control can be seen in online social networks: Twitter recently introduced a co-tweet functionality where two 
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users can co-author a tweet and publish it on their timelines simultaneously [30]. Though it is not a 50-50 

partnership between the users as some of the privileges (like pinning the tweet) only lie with the initiator of 

the collaboration, it is a start towards multi-party access control in online social media networks. Other 

platforms like Instagram also rolled out Collab, allowing users to collaborate and post content together. 

 

 

5. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1.  Obtained results 

Due to strict data governance laws and restrictions and the lack of accessibility of ethically obtained 

online social network data, we generated a dataset instead of scraping data from existing platforms. To test 

our proposed approach, we used Trumania-a scenario-based random dataset generator library in Python3 

[31]–[33]. For the following examples, we generated interactions between three users-Matthew, Jennifer, and 

Nicholas. Trumania allows for defining relationships and attributes for persons in the simulation. By utilizing 

these features, relationships between friends and interaction types are formed, whereas messages and a user's 

popularity are considered attributes. Interaction types are picked from the ones listed in Table 2, with some 

interaction types being more likely than others. The interaction probability as tabulated in Table 3 is provided 

by observing behaviors of many users across various OSNs. 

 

 

Table 3. Probability of types of interactions in simulated scenarios 
Types of interactions Probability of interactions (𝑃) 

Like 60% 

Comment 15% 
Share 15% 

Post 10% 

 

 

Since we rely on the quantity and quality of interactions, sentiment analysis is performed on users' 

textual interactions. We made use of Microsoft's pre-built sentiment analysis model [34]. On running the 

dataset against the model, we are provided with the following values: 

− 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∈ [𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒, 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒, 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙] 
− 𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)  ∈ [0,1] 
− 𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙)  ∈ [0,1] 
− 𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)  ∈ [0,1] 
where 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 represents the overall sentiment of the textual interaction, 𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒), 𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙), and 

𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) represent the probabilities of the text being positive, neutral, and negative, respectively. An 

example of the output given by this model is as follows: 

 

Input: Power in Seattle has been restored in 24 hours. 

Output: 𝑃(𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) = 0.07, 𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙) = 0.93, 𝑃(𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) = 0.03    

 

Below we show how the proposed model approaches access control and conflict resolution through these 

examples: 

Example 1: Data sharing between two users - proprietor and collaborator (with PR and SL) 

Scenario: Matthew posts a picture with Nicholas 

First, we calculate the privacy conflict by evaluating the negotiating users between Matthew and 

Nicholas; in this case, it is Jennifer - Matthew's friend who is not friends with Nicholas. Privacy risk and 

sharing loss are calculated by (1) and (2). Here, 𝑝𝑐𝛽 and 𝑠𝑙𝛽 denote the general privacy concern and 

sensitivity level. These can be based on the users’ preferences and for this example, we will use the values in 

Table 4. We calculate the overall PR and SL by summation of the applied formula. Conflict resolution is 

made by (12), (13): 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  {
 𝜆 ∗ 𝑃𝑅 ≥  ((1 − 𝜆) ∗ 𝑆𝐿))                 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑦    
 𝜆 ∗ 𝑃𝑅 <  ((1 − 𝜆) ∗ 𝑆𝐿))                𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑡

  (12) 

 

where 𝜆 denotes the weightage given to PR and SL. 

 

𝜆 =  {
0 ≤ 𝜆 < 0.5                 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 
0 ≤ 𝜆 ≤ 1                    𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑

 (13) 
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𝜆 = 0.5 gives equal weightage to PR and SL. If (12) is true, the optimized decision is to permit sharing of 

data. In this scenario, these are the values obtained are tabulated in Table 5. 

 

 

Table 4. Metrics and values of sensitivity level for example 1 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
pcβ(Matthew) 0.66 

pcβ(Nicholas) 0.66 

slβ(Matthew) 0.33 

slβ(Nicholas) 0.33 

 

 

Table 5. Metrics and values of PR and SL for example 1 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy Risk 0.43 

Sharing Loss 0.45 

Decision Permit 

 

 

Example 2: Sharing data with target users 

Suppose we take the same scenario as example 1. We have learned that Matthew and Nicholas are 

good friends, whereas Matthew and Jennifer do not have a great relationship. Using the same metrics as 

Example 1, we calculate PR and SL for both users. In addition, we calculate the strength of interaction using 

the quantity and quality of past interactions. We find that the strength of interaction between Matthew and 

Nicholas is greater than that of Matthew and Jennifer, signifying a better relationship between the former. 

Due to this, Matthew will favor protecting the privacy of Nicholas over the sharing loss incurred from not 

sharing the data item. Hence, the lambda value will increase. Hence, the optimized decision is to deny 

sharing. Table 6 shows the interactions between Matthew, Nicholas, and Jennifer in an OSN. Each record 

corresponds to a different type of interaction which is uniquely identified by the serial number (S_No). The 

message field is not null for comments and shares (users typically have the option to add a caption). These 

interactions are a sample of exchanges that take place between the users during their online friendship. 

 

 

Table 6. Interactions between users 
S_No Action Name Name_2 Message 

1 Like Matthew Nicholas - 
2 Comment Matthew Nicholas What a lovely picture! Can’t wait to see you next week 

3 Comment Nicholas Matthew Thank you, Matthew. I can’t wait either. It has been such a long time! 

4 Like Nicholas Matthew - 
5 Share Nicholas Matthew Finally got to meet my best friend! 

6 Comment Matthew Jennifer Stop spreading misinformation. 

7 Comment Jennifer Matthew I am entitled to my own opinion! 
8 Comment Matthew Jennifer Hate speech hurts everyone. 

 

 

Table 7 depicts the sentiment analysis results for given interactions between the users. Based on (4), 

we calculate SoI for a user by considering these values of the sentiment of the interactions. SoI is affected by 

the quality, quantity, and type of interaction. If the sentiment of interaction is negative for a comment, it will 

reduce the SoI between two users. 

Since most of Matthew and Nicholas’s interactions are positive, they have a relatively high SoI as 

compared to Matthew and Jennifer, who have had negative and neutral interactions, thus having a lesser SoI. 

Conflict resolution is done after accounting for the strength of interaction by modifying (12) to incorporate 

(14), (15). 

 

𝑖𝑓 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = {
 𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑅 ≥  ((1 − 𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑖) ∗ 𝑆𝐿))     𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑦    
 𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑅 <  ((1 − 𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑖) ∗ 𝑆𝐿))    𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑡

  (14) 

 

The lambda value for the (14) is varied depending on 𝑆𝑖𝑗  

 

𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑖 =  {
𝜆 + 𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑆𝑖𝑗 , 𝑆𝑘𝑗)        𝑆𝑖𝑗 ≥  𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑆𝑖𝑗 , 𝑆𝑘𝑗)

   𝜆 − 𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑆𝑖𝑗 , 𝑆𝑘𝑗)        𝑆𝑖𝑗 <  𝑎𝑣𝑔(𝑆𝑖𝑗 , 𝑆𝑘𝑗)    
 (15) 
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Here, 𝑆𝑖𝑗  and 𝑆𝑘𝑗  represent the strength of interaction between users i and 𝑗 and users 𝑘 and 𝑗 respectively. As 

per (15), the greater the value of lambda, higher the chances that privacy risk will be favored by the model. 

Hence, if two users have higher strength of interaction, the chances of them protecting each other's data from 

the negotiating users is higher as shown in Table 8. 

 

 

Table 7. Sentiment values for corresponding interactions 
S_No Sentiment P(Positive) P(Neutral) P(Negative) 

1 positive 1 0 0 

2 positive 0.94 0.05 0.01 

3 positive 0.71 0.21 0.08 
4 positive 1 0 0 

5 positive 0.99 0.01 0 

6 negative 0.07 0.38 0.55 
7 neutral 0.16 0.69 0.15 

8 negative 0 0.01 0.99 

 

 

Table 8. Metrics and values of SoI for example 2 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy Risk 0.43 

Sharing Loss 0.45 

SMatthew,Nicholas 0.10 

SMatthew,Jennifer 0.06 

Decision Deny 

 

  

Example 3: Non-consensual sharing from a trusted user 

Non-consensual sharing of media is prevalent and can often have harmful impacts on the affected 

persons. It manifests itself in many forms and is a threat to online users' privacy. 

a. Matthew shares a picture of Jennifer 

− Jennifer's identity leakage is low: Jennifer and Matthew have a low SoI value signifying a weak 

relationship with each other. Since Jennifer's identity leakage value is low, the risk to her privacy is 

also low. Due to lower levels of trust between Matthew and Jennifer, the decision will be to permit 

sharing in Table 9. 

− Jennifer's identity leakage is high: Since Jennifer's identity leakage is high, the decision is to deny it to 

protect her privacy in Table 10. 

 

 

Table 9. Metrics and values when Jennifer's IL is low 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy risk 0.43 
Sharing loss 0.45 

SMatthew,Jennifer 0.06 

Ileakage (Low) 0.12 

Decision Permit 

 

 

Table 10. Metrics and values when Jennifer's IL is high 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy risk 0.43 

Sharing loss 0.45 

SMatthew,Jennifer 0.063 

Ileakage (High) 0.83 

Decision Deny 

 

 

b. Matthew shares a picture with Nicholas 

− Nicholas' identity leakage is low: Here, Nicholas' identity leakage is low. However, Matthew and 

Nicholas have a higher SoI, signifying a stronger relationship. In this case, the decision will be to deny 

since Matthew will favor protecting Nicholas' privacy in Table 11. 

− Nicholas' identity leakage is high: Since Nicholas' identity leakage is high, the decision is to deny 

protecting his privacy in Table 12. 
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Table 11. Metrics and values when Nicholas' IL is low 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy risk 0.43 
Sharing loss 0.45 

SMatthew,Nicholas 0.10 

Ileakage (Low) 0.12 

Decision Deny 

 

 

Table 12. Metrics and values when Nicholas' IL is high 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy Risk 0.43 

Sharing Loss 0.45 

SMatthew,Nicholas 0.10 

Ileakage (High) 0.83 

Decision Deny 

 

 

The above scenarios show how the strength of interaction between two users can affect whether the 

decision is to permit or deny. Even though both Jennifer and Nicholas had lower values of identity leakage, 

sharing was still denied in the case of Nicholas because he has a better relationship with Matthew. This is 

meant to show the intention of favoring privacy when there is more trust between two users. 

 

𝜆𝑖𝑙 =  {
𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑖 + 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒       𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 ≥ 0.5

   𝜆𝑠𝑜𝑖 − 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒     𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 < 0.5    
 (16) 

 

Conflict resolution is done after accounting for identity leakage by modifying (14) to incorporate identity 

leakage as calculated via (16), (17).  

 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  {
 𝜆𝑖𝑙 ∗ 𝑃𝑅 ≥  ((1 − 𝜆𝑖𝑙) ∗ 𝑆𝐿))     𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑦    
 𝜆𝑖𝑙 ∗ 𝑃𝑅 <  ((1 − 𝜆𝑖𝑙) ∗ 𝑆𝐿))    𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑡

  (17) 

 

Example 4: Repeated actions by multiple accounts 

Juniper recently started a business, and all their posts have been reported by multiple accounts. Bots 

can easily alter the variables used to calculate reputation and increase their value. This poses a threat to the 

privacy of users.  

With reputation and bot detection: The expected reputation of bots is zero. However, social bots can 

sometimes mimic human behavior. Due to collusion-driven attacks where multiple bots can give each other a 

higher recommendation, the reputation of the bot ends up being a higher number. By using bot detection 

along with reputation, any bot users are automatically revealed, ensuring that reputation is calculated only for 

qualified users. By using (10), we calculate the reputation of the users. And we eliminate any bots by using 

(10), thus precluding a bot-driven collusion attack. In this scenario in Table 13, we calculate the reputation 

for Juniper and the multiple accounts that are performing the repeated actions. Once we run Bebensee et al. 

[29] model for bot detection, we assign reputation as zero for those users. Upon doing so, we ignore any 

actions by these accounts while focusing on the privacy of other users [29]. Without bot detection: In the 

same scenario, if bot detection is not applied, bot users go undetected, and their malicious actions could be 

considered valid inputs. To avoid this scenario of a collusion attack, bot detection comes in handy. 

 

 

Table 13. Reputation values for example 4 
User Recommendation Number of posts Number of followers Number of following Reputation 

U_1 0.5 5 50 70 16.00 
U_2 0.3 2 20 24 12.60 

U_3 0.7 20 200 100 31.40 

U_4 0.4 40 60 5 50.80 
U_5 0.1 100 5 0 109.98 

 

 

Example 5: Access control of friends of friends in a scenario with multiple collaborators. 

Social media platforms have revolutionized the way people share experiences and interact with 

friends yet concerns over privacy violations and security breaches persist. Sharing photos and tagging friends 

creates a personal connection but also poses a risk for privacy attacks, particularly if the friends of friends are 
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untrustworthy or if the photo contains sensitive information. These attacks can result in the exposure of 

personal information, harassment, stalking, or even fraud. To mitigate these risks, users should exercise 

caution when sharing photos, review their privacy settings regularly, and limit their posts' audience to only 

those they trust. The following scenario iterates how the proposed model prevents privacy risks by using 

metrics like SoI and IL to control what is being shown to friends of friends. Jane, John, and Juniper are 

tagged in a post by Jade, who is the proprietor. This example in Table 14 shows how policy resolution is 

optimized using strength of interaction in a case with multiple collaborators and focuses on what the 

collaborators’ friends get to view. 

 

 

Table 14. Users and their friend lists for example 5 
User Friend List 
Jane Jade, Alex, Mark 

John Jade, Amanda, Mark, Eva 
Juniper Jade, Anna, Ava, Mark, Eva 

Jade Jane, John, Juniper, Eva, 

Mark, Kate 

 

 

In the following examples, PR=SL, hence if we use the traditional formula for policy resolution, we 

will not get an optimized result. The following scenarios show how SoI and IL help optimize the result. In 

this scenario, Jane and Jade have a high SoI and Jane and Alex also have a high SoI. Since, Keeping Jade’s 

identity leakage in mind, the decision is to permit Alex to view the shared data item in Table 15. Here, John 

and Jade have a high SoI whereas John and Amanda have a low SoI. Keeping Jade’s identity leakage in 

mind, the decision is to deny Amanda to view the shared data item in Table 16. 

 

 

Table 15. Metrics and values for example 5; Alex 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy Risk 0.50 

Sharing Loss 0.50 

S{Jane,Jade} 0.78 

S{Jane,Alex} 0.83 

Ileakage (Jade) 0.42 

Decision Permit 
 

Table 16. Metrics and values for example 5; Amanda 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy Risk 0.50 

Sharing Loss 0.50 

S{John,Jade} 0.67 

S{John,Amanda} 0.35 

Ileakage (Jade) 0.42 

Decision Deny 
 

 

 

Here, Juniper and Jade have a low SoI and Jade and Kate have a low SoI too. Even though Juniper’s 

identity leakage is low, the decision is to deny Anna to view the shared data item in Table 17. Here, Juniper 

and Jade have a low SoI and Juniper and Ava have a high SoI. Keeping Jade’s identity leakage in mind, the 

decision is to deny Ava to view the shared data item in Table 18. Here, Jade and Jade have a high SoI and 

Jade and Eva have a low SoI. Additionally, because Jane’s identity leakage is low, the decision is to permit 

Ava to view the shared data item in Table 19. 

 

 

Table 17. Metrics and values for example 5; Anna 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy Risk 0.50 

Sharing Loss 0.50 

S{Juniper,Jade} 0.23 

S{𝐽𝑎𝑑𝑒,𝐾𝑎𝑡𝑒} 0.12 

Ileakage (Juniper) 0.21 

Decision Deny 

 
 

Table 18. Metrics and values for example 5; Ava 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy Risk 0.50 
Sharing Loss 0.50 

S{Juniper,Jade} 0.23 

S{Juniper,Ava} 0.57 

Ileakage (Jade) 0.42 

Decision Deny 
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Table 19. Metrics and values for example 5; Eva 
Metric (User) Corresponding Value 
Privacy Risk 0.50 
Sharing Loss 0.50 

𝑆{𝐽𝑎𝑛𝑒,𝐽𝑎𝑑𝑒} 0.78 

𝑆{𝐽𝑎𝑑𝑒,𝐸𝑣𝑎} 0.92 

𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 (𝐽𝑎𝑛𝑒) 0.13 

Decision Permit 

 

 

5.2.  Ramifications of the study findings 

The proposed methodology, which incorporates metrics such as SoI, IL, user reputation, and bot 

detection, along with established parameters like PR and SL, offers several benefits to the policy resolution 

of shared data in OSNs. 

− Enhanced threat detection: The focus on assessing a user's reputation based on potential bot status 

introduces a novel element in threat detection. This deliberate consideration of social bots enhances the 

ability to identify and mitigate collusion attacks initiated by automated entities, providing a more 

comprehensive approach to security. 

− Comprehensive understanding of interactions: By considering multiple metrics and parameters, the 

methodology offers a more intricate understanding of online user interactions. This goes beyond 

traditional approaches that may focus on a limited set of factors. The inclusion of SoI, IL, user reputation, 

bot detection, PR, and SL provides decision-makers with a holistic view, allowing them to assess the 

quality and quantity of interactions more comprehensively. 

− Informed decision-making: The multi-faceted approach empowers stakeholders and decision-makers with 

a broader set of considerations. This, in turn, facilitates more informed and educated decisions regarding 

policy disputes. Understanding the nuanced nature of online interactions allows for the implementation of 

policies that are not only effective but also considerate of the intricacies involved. 

− Balancing quantity and quality: The methodology's objective is to assess both the quality and quantity of 

interactions addresses a common challenge in OSNs. Instead of focusing solely on the volume of 

interactions, the approach acknowledges the strength and nature of these interactions. This balance is 

crucial in ensuring that policy resolutions not only restrict unwanted activities but also promote positive 

and meaningful user engagements. 

− Narrowing the gap between theory and practice: While fully automated policy resolution remains a 

challenge, the proposed methodology represents a step towards bridging the gap between theoretical 

concepts and practical application. It acknowledges the complexity of online interactions, making it more 

realistic and applicable in real-world OSN scenarios. 

− Foundation for continuous improvement: The inclusion of various metrics and parameters creates a 

flexible framework that can be adapted and improved over time. As the landscape of online interactions 

evolves, the methodology provides a foundation for continuous enhancement, ensuring that policy 

resolution strategies remain relevant and effective. 

 

5.3.  Comparison with related works 

By taking a data-driven approach to policy analysis, the proposed method can help identify and 

resolve conflicts in a way that balances the interests of different stakeholders and achieves the desired 

outcomes. Table 20 provides a brief overview of how the proposed method is advantageous over notable 

existing methods in the domain. The following justifications support the efficacy of this method: i) Identity 

leakage is a critical metric for privacy risk analysis in online social networks. By measuring the potential for 

personal information to be exposed or linked to an individual, identity leakage can help identify scenarios 

where privacy risks are high and where additional privacy protections may be necessary; ii) The strength of 

interaction metric can help identify scenarios where collusion attacks are more likely to occur. By analyzing 

the strength of connections between different actors in the network, the method can identify scenarios where 

collusion could occur and develop policies to prevent it; iii) Using metrics such as privacy risk and sharing 

loss to identify and resolve conflicts can help balance the interests of different stakeholders. By quantifying 

the potential privacy risks and sharing losses associated with different policy options, the method can help 

identify policies that minimize negative impacts on users while still achieving the desired outcome; iv) Fine-

tuning scenarios based on specific metrics can help ensure that the analysis is tailored to the specific context 

of the online social network being studied. This can improve the accuracy of the analysis and increase the 

likelihood that the resulting policies will be effective; and v) Consideration of real-world factors: The 

proposed method takes into account real-world factors, such as identity leakage and the strength of 
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interaction between users. The proposed method is relatively easy to interpret and communicate to 

stakeholders, particularly compared to game theory approaches. 

 

 

Table 20. Advantages of proposed method over existing methods 
Authors Parameters incorporated Access control Advantages of proposed method over existing technique 

Abid and 

Daud [35] 

Mutual interests of 

users and their 
relationships 

Text-based 

dynamic and 
fine-grained 

It only considers the relationship between resources and user clusters based 

on common interests. It fails to consider the trust and interaction 
parameters that makes it susceptible to bot related collusion attacks from 

mimicked human behavior. 

Xu et al. [3] Aggregated trust-
based decisions by 

users 

Trust-based This method uses the multi-armed bandit approach which is 
computationally intensive. Additionally, they only consider privacy risk 

and sharing loss while ignoring the complex relationships between online 

users – which is better determined by factors like strength of interaction. 
Gao et al. 

[36] 

Blockchain, Ciphertext-

policy attribute-based 

encryption (CP-ABE), 
and InterPlanetary File 

System (IPFS) 

Fine-grained This paper considers user privacy when uploading files to a platform that is 

governed by a third party’s privacy policy. While blockchain ensures the 

decentralization of data, humans – the weakest link in security – are not 
addressed. We introduce parameters like Identity Leakage and an 

optimized model that concludes which access policy is optimal for the user 

based on their past interactions on social media. 
Hu et al. 

[37] 

Privacy risk, sharing 

loss 

Dynamic trust-

based 

The proposed method uses a more comprehensive analysis of policy 

conflicts by considering Nash Equilibrium. Game theory approaches often 

focus on a single objective, such as maximizing utility or minimizing risk, 
and may not consider the full range of outcomes. By considering multiple 

objectives, the proposed method provides a more nuanced analysis of 

policy conflicts and enables stakeholders to make more informed decisions. 
Jasmine and 

Hymavathi 

[38] 

Aggregated trust-

based decisions by 

users 

Trust-based This method considers only factors like privacy risk and sharing loss while 

applying a multi-armed bandit approach. Our approach adds nuance and 

considers factors like quality of interaction, strength of interaction between 
users online, and identity leakage of the collaborators. These real-world 

considerations help make the model more nuanced. 

Mouhsein 
and 

Madhavi 

[32] 

User approval and 
security inclination 

Fine-grained The approach considers user approval and security inclination to co-control 
mutual information. Such a model is prone to collusion attacks. In our 

proposed method, we are considering bot detection using reputation and in 

turn stopping collusion attacks. 

Niksirat 

et al. [28] 

User input and 

explanation 

Fine-grained By using a mediation bot, they aim to resolve multi-party conflict on social 

media platforms. This requires user interaction and input. Our model 

proposes an automated system where decisions are suggested based on the 
users’ previous interactions online. 

Ramteke 

and Talmale 
[39] 

Sensitivity and trust 

levels 

Trust-based This method uses a voting scheme for detecting conflicts between users 

with a shared data item. It also introduces a proof-of-concept social 
network for providing secure access but does not exemplify how conflict 

resolution would be done. While the method considers the trust levels, it 

does not specify the exact parameters based on which trust is calculated 
and incorporated in the computation. 

Hu et al. 

[40] 

Privacy Risk, 

Sharing Loss 

Trust-based The paper proposes a new method to detect and resolve privacy conflicts in 

collaborative data sharing on OSNs. It considers both the privacy risk and 
sharing loss and a proof-of-concept implementation named "Retinue" is 

also presented with extensive evaluation. PR and SL are useful in 
balancing the interests of different stakeholders. Our approach goes one-

step further as to fine-tune these scenarios based on metrics like Identity 

Leakage and Strength of Interaction to tailor the analysis to specific 
contexts and improve accuracy. 

Ali et al. 

[31] 

Cryptographic-based 

techniques 

Fine-grained This method proposes a framework for preserving user privacy OSNs by 

incorporating collaborative content sharing and cryptographic-based 
techniques. The proposed framework includes an access management 

server that acts as middleware between the OSN server and users. 

Cryptographic techniques often complex to implement and have the 
potential for decreased usability. The proposed method, on the other hand, 

relies on intuitive metrics that are easy to understand and explain, making it 

more accessible to a wider range of stakeholders. 
Lee et al. 

[6] 

Relationship type, 

spatial temporal 

information, and co-
occurrence users 

Fine-grained This method utilizes a fine-grained approach to tackle access control at a 

face-level instead of a photo-level. Our approach also considers interaction 

parameters and attempts to cover privacy risks posed by collusion attacks 
from bots. 

Ilia et al. 

[41] 

Relationship level 

and trust 

Threshold-

based Secret 
Sharing 

The paper proposes a socially-aware privacy-preserving system for 

protecting users' privacy from other users and the service provider. The 
system includes a collaborative multi-party access control model that 

enables all users associated with a resource to participate in defining the 

access control policy as well as enforcing it. Since the mechanism is based 
on trust, there could be potential threats from bot collusion attacks which 

are addressed in our approach through bot detection by reputation. 
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6. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we have modelled an approach that relies on sophisticated factors like strength of 

interaction, reputation, and identity leakage to assign trust and resolve privacy conflicts in a multi-party 

sharing environment. These metrics consider real-world scenarios that include but are not limited to: non-

consensual sharing of data, bot-driven collusion attacks, and trust-based policy resolution of shared data. The 

strength of interaction metric can help identify scenarios where collusion attacks are more likely. By 

analyzing the strength of connections between different actors in the network, the method can identify 

scenarios where collusion could occur and develop policies to prevent it. Using metrics such as privacy risk 

and sharing loss to identify and resolve conflicts can help balance the interests of different stakeholders. By 

quantifying the potential privacy risks and sharing losses associated with different policy options, the method 

can help identify policies that minimize negative impacts on users while still achieving the desired outcome.  

Identity leakage is a critical metric for privacy risk analysis in online social networks. By measuring the 

potential for personal information to be exposed or linked to an individual, identity leakage can help identify 

scenarios where privacy risks are high and where additional privacy protections may be necessary. Fine-

tuning scenarios based on specific metrics can help ensure that the analysis is tailored to the specific context 

of the online social network being studied. This can improve the accuracy of the analysis and increase the 

likelihood that the resulting policies will be effective. By taking a data-driven approach to policy analysis, the 

method can help identify and resolve conflicts in a way that balances the interests of different stakeholders 

and achieves the desired outcomes. 

In the future, we intend to make the SoI metric more realistic by factoring in superficial interactions 

on the internet. We also plan to extend this approach to increase its usability by performing user testing and 

enhancing our model to be better accustomed to a real-world scenario. Finally, we plan to collate these 

results into a functioning application that respects users' privacy and ensures that multi-party privacy does not 

diminish the user experience with a special focus on access control for historical data, keeping in mind the 

dynamic nature of online interactions and relationships.  
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